Additional funding and trust from the parents that we
can do much better.
Human Services
More outreach workers, modern job skill training, and
addiction conversion programs.
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Transportation
Affordable Housing
Due to the limited space we need build higher and GREEN!
We cannot use the lack of space as a cop out to avoid
addressing the housing needs.

More foot traffic, and streamlining and creating a razor efficient system by cutting out ALL waste.
Jobs and Labor
Have the city subsidize jobs by lottery based on education
and skill set.

Development
1. More open parks.
2. Community involved in neighborhood development is an
absolute right in my mindset.
3. Building in a green manner to preserve for future
generations.
Environment and Energy
1. “Greening” ALL city buildings.
2. Implementing city ordinances capping the amount of
emissions that are allowed to be exhausted within the
city limits.
3. Creating citywide bicycle pathways allowing us to
become a fully bicycle friendly city.
Youth Violence
Curfews during crime spikes, but most of all PREVENTION
through thoughtful and meaningful mentoring and support.
EDUCATION and COMPASSION, my leadership!
Accountability,Transparency
1. All access review by a resident council.
2. ALL ACCESS at anytime for the press.
Education
MBTA… we ALL win!

Race and Diversity
What are some creative policies other than affirmative
action that the city could implement that would support and
retain diversity within its workforce? A: Lottery based on
qualifications.
Budget Policy
One answer, universities with Multi-billion dollar endowments need to pay their fair share. Then there is no budget
deficit.
Lightning Round (Yes or No)

Many workers in Boston are organizing to form unions,
especially in the hospitals. Will you publicly support their
efforts to organize? Yes
Do you support the death penalty? Yes and NO, depending
on circumstances.
Do you support same sex marriage? Yes
Do you support anti-discrimination laws that protect someone from being fired, or denied housing, education, or
access to public facilities (including bathrooms) based on
their gender identity? Yes
Are you pro-choice? N/A
Would you support a state constitutional amendment implementing a progressive income tax? Yes

We have fractured the trust and integrity of the BPS with
Charter Schools. Either BPS becomes a compilation of satellite Charter Schools or none at all.
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